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Abstract
A comprehensive study of read methods and program for multilevel

storage on a source-side-injection (SSD Flash membry is reported. A
methodology of evaluating and optimizing read method and multilevel
program is demonstrated. This has been successfully applied to the
development of .u multil_evel analog memory for voiie recording
app.lications qrd i! suitable for the iievelopm6nt of multilevel-basei
high-density digital Flash memory.

fntroduction
Multilevel storage lgglqolqgy was first developed on the two-

transistor tunnel oxide EEPROM for analog memor\rusins an iterative
program scheme [1], then on NOR Flash-for a 2-bit pei cell digital
llo^rgglusing an open-loop scheme [2]. Recenrly a 6-bir/cell based on
NoR Flash was demonsrrated for digital storag6 [3] and an g-bit/cell
based on source-side-injection (ssl)_was develSped for analog storage
lal. . 

In this paper, the_design of read and program operations-of a SSI
Flash_array tor multilevel-storage application are ieported, and the
considerations and trade-off for their optimization are piesented.

Cell, Stored Charge and Read
The source-side _injection (SSI) cell employs two layers of

polysilicon,_one for floating gate (FG) and one Tor-select gate lSCy to
form the split gate, a commoh source (CS) diffusion for floadng gate
(FG) control (via capacitive coupling) and a drain (D) for bi-t rine
acc€ss. The arrly-_organization and operation are described in [5] and
cell structure in [6]. In general the stoied charge on a floating gate can
be sensed in three ways: 1) a direct-Vt read method; Z)-a source-
follower voltagg (v_sf) read method which measures the memory cell's
Vt{negatively, i.e. Vsf- -Vt); 3) q cell current (Idsr) read metho-d. Fig.
I shows the simulation results of vsf read and of Idsr read respectiveiy
using a two transistor cell model (FG and sG transistors) in th6 floatin!
gate "stored charge" representation. Here AVrc - AQrc/Cr; (Ae,c il
th9.l9 stored.chargg m! Cr is the lotal capacitance seen by FG).-The
cell bias conditions for Fig. I are shown in-Table L The simulated vsf
read and Idsr read are each sensitive to AQ6 in their respective ranges.
Fig. 2 shows the measured Idsr of the cuneni read method and the Vi of
the direct-vt method vs. the measured Vsf of the source follower
method. The cell bias conditions of Fig. 2 are also shown in Table I.

Vsf Read and Storage Window
TABLE I Cell Read Sizulation and Measurement

Parameter Name Vsf Vsf (Rev) Idsr Read Vt ReadTtt=iiiec-ffifi -tpA -1pA .limlMeas loonA
Common source 2.2V Sim OV 0V

shows the timing diagram for a column driver in one cycle of program-
and-compare operation.- For each cycle the program voltage level Vp6
( = Vcs) is established-before program begins and program time tp'ii
controlled via switched current mirrors. Fig. 6 depicls the iteraiive
sequence of linear cumulative voltage program. Her-e each successive
program pulse Vcs is linearly increased by a fixed increment AVp6 and
the-p_ulse duration tp is constant, also depicted are the gate current Ig
and floating gate voltage Yro l. At-sma{ AVpc and sm-all tp, a quasl-
const^nt current programming is realized

Program Characteristics
To evaluate multilevel cell operation, the linear cumulative vortage

proErafi,t r-e u,l!s are presented in cumulative Vsf vs. Vcs (=Vpc) curves,
or simply vsf-vcs curves such as those in Fig.7. The resoluiion of vsf
for given AIgl F4Vp6) is inversely proportional to the slope of Vsf-
vcs curve. If vsf does not reach vss aftei the last vcs pulseis appried,
then the cell fails program co^nyergence, an indiiation of 

'pooi
programming (low program speed). The program parameters and iheir
typical values used in cell characterization are summarized in Tabre II.

TABLE II flas.h Cell Program Characterization

parameterName a"**: t#5#l 
J;?flffi. 

Em-t sh-own

tstt line current -luA --luA Ip Fig. g (lower)
Common source -2.2V Vpc Vpq fii. t
_ _ Program tinre -l70us rp fig. S lupper;
Vp6 incremental 0.lV AVpc fig. I

Select gate -4.2v -z.Sv vsg n!. ro
Bit line Mea.rare -0.5V -(Vsg _ 2V) -

Besides the typical Vsf-Vcs surve, Fig. 7 shows several other
cumulative Vcs curves of a single cell with program parameters (Ip, tp,
AVpc, Vsg) changed from "typical" values. Here the tp = 20us-V#
vcs curve is said to fail convergence at 12V vcs. Horirever all these
curves exhibit essentially the same Vsf-vcs slope, a result of quasi-
constant current progrqmming. The slope depends only on the physical
attributes of the cell. Hence we define a single parameter to represent
each of the curves, namely, the interpolated Vcs @ Vsf = fixed value
(i.e. fixed AQrc), for subsequent program characterization. Fie. 8
(lower x-axis) shows Vcs @ Vsf = lV il proportional to /osflp-r). -Fie.

8 (upper x-axis) shows Vcs @ Vsf = lV is proportional"to^/ag(tp-5.
fig. q shows that Vcs @ Vsf = lV linearly tracks /og(AVp6). 

-These

logarithmic dependences reflect that gate current, Ig,- depends
exponentially on- Yqq. A linear dependence of Vcs to Vsg (selecCgate)
is found in Fig. 10 (for vsg greater than 1.8v where the current source
is still in range), perhaps a manifestation of the gap field dependence on
(Vp6 - Vsg). The program parameters are chosen for good level
resolution and sufficient program convergence margin.

Vsf-Vcs curves arg very. reproducible-for a given cell. The primary
noise contribution is from the quantized flow of electrons. The iell vsf
increases at about I mv/c with temperature and the rate of increase
depends on the cell stored ch_arge slate (Vsf1 as shown in Fig. 11.

i-ro^graryguqg__is-slower at 90 C as shown in Fig. 12, where Uot[ gOC
vsf and 24c vsf are shown. vsf-vcs curves can vary from ceil to cell.

Conclusion
.A methodol.oeV _of systematic cell development and an optimized

scheme of read and program for multilevel stbrage utilizing ssI Flash
were .reported. Pertlnent concepts such as silnal wind"ow, linear
cumulative voltqry proglam, and quasi-constant iurrent program were
elucidated and their applications were demonstrated. Applicai=ion of this
methodology h_as lead to the successful developmenf bf a SSI Flash
based family of multilevel storage analog memory products.

I The floating gtte vo.ltage VFc_starts at Vp6 (i) and ends at Vp6 (f during each Vcs
- (=Vpc) pulse. Vp6 (i) - Vec (D = AVnc = Kcs*AVpc. Kcs is the CS co.'upline ratio.' In the fimit of AVp6 -+ 0, tp + 0, Ig (gate current) -+ C1AVp6/tp.

Select gate 4.2V 4.2V 4.0V Meas
Bit line Sizllr4eas 2.0V 2.0V 0.lV

The source follower voltage, Vsf, for a given Ae6, depends mainly
on three parameters _ryhlch .are Vsg (select gate voltage), Vcs (common
source voltag-e) and Id (bit line current). TIie signal window in vsf that
can be used for multile_vel storage is defined by the fully erased cell at
the high end,and by Vss at the low end (or analog lo,il rail). Fig. 3
(lower x-axis) shows the Vsf dependence on Vsg aiVcs = 2.iy and tO
= -lpA. The erased cell Vsf follows the SG voltage, while the two
programm€d cells follow the FG voltage, starting at 2y and 0V
respectively. similarly Fig. 3 (upper x-axis) shows t[.e vsf dependence
on Vcs at Vsg = 4.2Y and Id = -lpA. Here the erased cell Vsi follows
the. CS voltagg.unlil being clamped ar-l.Bv, which is Vsg - Vr_sg
(select galq yJ). The_lwo programmed cells controlled U! nC risE
linearly with vcs via cs coupling. vsf decreases as Id increises when
Ysg qtd lcs 31e kept constant, Secause of the higher resisrive voltage
drop.in the sG transistor and the increased glte drive of the Fb
transiltor. 

^The 
signal window is wider at higher Vsg (Fig. 3), higher

Vcs (Fr_g.. 3.), arld lower Id. But read disturblimits tlie mixiniumVsg
(hence Vcs) and read stability limits the minimum Id.

Plogqam Algorithm, Column Driver and program Scheme
The iterative proglT!-and-compare algorithm is bi-sic in achieving

multilevel.storage of ssl Flash and, depending on system requiremenrs,
it can be implemented either in multiile-collmn drivers with parallei
programming [1], or in single columir driver [7]. Fig. 4 shdws the
circuit schematics of such a column driver for SSI Flish tal. Fig. 5
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Fig. 8 Ip (program current) and p (program
pulse width) dependence of cumulative program:
Vcs @Vsf = lV vs. Ip-r (Lower axis) and vs. p'1.
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Fig.2 Source-follower Vsf read (@Id = lpA)
mapping to Cell threshold voltage Vt and Cell
current ldsr measurements of the SSI Flash cell.

Fig. 5 Timing diagram showing the control
signals and the pulses for Read and Program.
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Fig. I Simulation results showing the Vsf read,
Vsf (Reverse) read and Cell current Idsr read as a
function of AVp6 of the SSI Flash cell

Fig. 4 Schematics showing the column
driver circuit controlling the Read and the
Program operations of the Flash memory array.
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Fig.7 Cumulative Vcs program characteristics
of a SSI Flash cell programmed with varieties of
program parameErs.
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Fig. l0 Vsg (select gate volrage) dependence of
cumulative program: Vcs @Vsf = lV vs. Vsg.
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Fig. 3 Source-follower Voltage Vsf vs. select
gate voltage Vsg and Vsf vs. common source
voltage Vcs for Erased and Programmed cells.

Fig. 6 A depiction of Vcs (=Vpc), Ig and Vp6
(FG voltage) as a function of time in the iterative
programming sequence.

Program:
lP-lpA
tp=l70ps
Vsg_p=25V

Read:
ld+lmA
Vsg_r=4.2v
Vca_r=2.2V

10 100 1(x)0

Program Pulse lncrement AVpc (mV)

Jig. 9 AVp6 (program voltage pulse increment)
dependence of cumulative program: Vcs @Vsf =
lV vs. AVpc.
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Frg. 12 Cumulative program dependence of
temperature: Vsf-Vcs curyes generated @24C and
@90C and Vsf-Vcs @90C with read correcrion_
AVsf from Read and from Program are shown.
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